Care and Maintenance Guide
The Care and Maintenance Guide is provided as a general guide for compliance with warranty and to allow
long life of product. Please refer and adhere to all label instructions.
General: Plastics, Polypropylene, Acrylics, Synthetics, Timbers and Melamine

Use water and colorless non-abrasive liquid detergents and detergents followed by rinse with water. Chemical cleaning
agents will react with plastics and will void warranty with use. Avoid prolonged contact with detergents or acidic or basic
solvents. Do not use acidic or basic solvents or abrasive cleaners such as glass cleaners. Do not use mops or high
pressure cleaner. Fatty substances, oils and foods will dis-color with prolonged contact with surfaces of plastics, timbers,
melamine and metal and stainless steel surfaces.

General: Metals
Metal products with scratches or small spots of rust due to a lack of maintenance can be repaired by polishing the
affected area, followed by antioxidant priming and color match painted surface with enamel paint.

General: Environment
Synthetic fibers, wood, stainless steels and powder-coat etc., should not be used in areas exposed to significant levels of
salinity. Maintenance for synthetic fibers, textilene and rattan is at least two annual cleanings to remove body oils,
sunscreen oils, dust and environmental dirt that can remain in the braiding etc. Cleaning of these substances will help to
avoid staining of furniture.

Weather: Prolonged Out Door Exposure
Do not expose furniture products continuously and for a long period of time outdoors. Products are suited to outdoor
undercover and products sold by Vystan Interiors are sold on this basis. Australian climatic conditions will fade paint and
plastics, and this is not considered a fault. Warping of outdoor tops is not covered under warranty when exposed to
weather. Darker colors (including general hospitality table tops) are prone to warping. Note: out-door hospitality style
tops are not completely level and is not considered a fault by the manufacturers.

Storage of Out Door Furniture
For extended life of product, store furniture in a protected place away from sunlight, humidity, saline environment, dirt
and high temperatures when not in use. It is not recommended to block or cover the products. Environments exposed
to salinity will reduce life span of products. Avoid storing furniture when still moist from cleaning.

Manufacture Backed Warranty

Vystan Interiors represent multiple suppliers and manufacturing houses. Our warranty is there backed by Manufacturer’s
Warranty and terms and conditions will vary.
Our Manufacturer’s warranty extends to the normal use of the products based on the situation in which they are designed
for. The warranty does not include normal wear and tear (scratches etc.) and or user abuse. All claims relating to warranty
must be brought to the attention of Vystan Interiors at the earliest. Refer to Warranty ‘terms and conditions’ or contact
our office in the first instance. Thank you
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